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Freedom or Death

He only earns his freedom and existence who daily conquers anew.
Goethe-Faust

In the Arabic language it is called Sour Berlin and in
Chinese it translates as Berlin Wai Chien.
The Japanese identify it as Berurin No Kabe and the
]?rench words are Le Mur De Berlin.
There are also German words for the wall which divides
the city of Berlin and separates families-husband from wife,
sister from brother and mother from child.
But to those held in bondage by the Communists, and
who know the Berlin wall as a wall of shame, a wall of tears,
a wall of frustration, it also is a symbol-a symbol of freedom!
In the year which followed the infamous decision of
Ulbricht's East German regime to first erect a barbed wire
barricade, then replace it with a wooden fence, then build a
cQncrete wall topped with broken glass and pronged iron bars
holding flesh-tearing barbed wire, nearly 8,000 people risked -----their lives trying to escape to West Berlin.
By its very denial of freedom the wall has become a
beacon emphasizing the freedom beyond.
It has beckoned to thousands who willingly make the
fateful decision-freedom or death.
Ulbricht's regime, which takes its orders from the
Kremlin, intended the wall to be absolutely impregnable.
It mattered not that the wall was inhuman. The result was
determined people combining daring and imagination in
escaping to freedom.
Some have tunneled under the wall. Others have waded
through dank sewers. A few have won the sympathy of
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border guards who have closed an eye, or deliberately fired
machine guns so that the bullets missed.
There was the imaginative group of 14 who stole a
386-ton boat and sailed it down the river Spree.
Some risked death or permanent injury by jumping from
buildings. There were those who swam rivers under
Communist rifle and machine gun fire. And others crashed
automobiles or trucks-and even a railroad train-against the
barricades to find freedom in West Berlin.
To the Spanish the horrible weaving wall is known as
La Muralla de Berlin. In Polish this' monstrosity is called
Mur w Berlinie and in Russian it spells BepJIMHCKaR CTeHa.
To those living in East Germany the wall continues to
spell freedom simply by denying it. They have seen the
Communists continually repairing it. They have seen the
Communists strengthening it by razing buildings and tearing
lfP streets to make an open area-a death trap measuring
100 meters in width covered completely by cross-fire from
machine gun sites.
The death strip is heavily mined. There are Communist
guards hidden in earthen breastworks and in a continuous line
of trenches. They are armed with rifles and machine guns at
the ready. There are patrols of vicious police dogs ready to
tear a man apart, to mangle a woman, to kilt a child.
But this wall, this beacon of freedom, continues to draw
people from the tyranny of. East Germany even though death
may be the answer to an unsuccessful escape attempt.
And still they try for freedom. In those fearful first
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12 months of the wall someone risked death every 60 minutes
as he sought to escape a life of bondage.
At Eschwege, a young couple swam the icy Werra River.
A hail of East German police gun fire wounded the man but
he succeeded in reaching the Western shore with his
sweetheart.
When 11 people tunneled their way out in June of 1962
one young couple hauled their four-month-old baby to freedom
in a sled-like crib.
The infants, the young, the middle aged, the elderly have
defied the wall. They have gone around it, under and over it.
The oldest group of refugees escaped by digging a
30-meter-long tunnel under the wall. The men who dug
the tunnel were between 55 and 81 years of age. The
women who helped were between 46 and 68. The leader of
this ii-person group was 81-year-old Max Thomas. He said
that the tunnel took 16 days to dig and was approximately
170 centimeters from floor to ceiling. He said:
"We dug it deep so that our wives would not have to crawl.
"We wanted them to walk to freedom."
Some have not been so fortunate.
In the first year of the wall, nearly 50 people-one of them
a boy of 12-were shot and killed by the Communist police
to prevent their escape.
No one knows how many bodies are in the sewers of
East Berlin. The Cpmmunist overlords ordered the flooding
of this escape route.
The Communist guards are compelled to watch each
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othelj for some of those who have been ordered to prevent
escapes have themselves become escapees.
In the first year of this concrete monstrosity against man,
nearly 1,000 Soviet Zone border guards risked their own livesand those of the people they left behind-in making their way
to freedom.
In the first six months of 1962 alone, 332 uniformed
East German soldiers fled to West Germany. Sixteen members
of one East German Army unit, the Twelfth Company of the
Second Brigade, whose strength is 95 men, fled in the first year.
There is hardly a day or a week when someone from
East Berlin-a man, a woman or a boy-does not try to reach
the freedom lying beyond the wall. And all are fully aware
that failure means death.
But the wall beckons and promises a life beyond.
It beckoned young Peter Fechter but, in the instant he took
to look behind, bullets from the guns of his own countrymen
cut him down.
The bullets dropped him from the wall onto the German
ground held by the Communists. And there 17-year-old Peter
lay for more than an hour as the blood ran out of his wounds
and his screams of pain and his pleas for help were ignored
by the guards .
. Only death brought him relief
But the free life only inches beyond the wall will draw
other Peter Fechters to make the supreme gamble-freedom
or death.
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In the early morning hours just after the Communist
authorities unrolled miles of barbed wire as a first step
in the construction of the Berlin wall, many fled
to freedom. This young East German soldier was followed
.,
by thousands in the months after the wall was built.
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Two young East Berliners stand beside a uVopo"
assigned to watch them. They alerted
friends in the western sector of their intent
to escape while assigned to building barriers to
prevent more East Berliners from fleeing.

The Communist barriers which preceded the building
of the Berlin wall were formidable but not insurmountable
for those who wanted to be free. Ingenuity and careful
planning, as these pictures show, were rewarded by
freedom-but death might well have been the alternative.
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Still trembling, but with only a few
scratches to show for their
experience, the two escapees relax
in the freedom of West Berlin.

Seconds after getting through the fence, one
of the escapees darts behind the crowd out of sight
of the guard on the dirt heap in background.

One of their friends, using heavy clippers,
cuts through the barbed wire while the attention
of the Communist guard is distracted.
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A young man (partly inside the barbed wire
area) crouches tensely with a friend as he awaits
the prearranged arrival of his sweetheart
whom he was forced to leave in Communist Germany.

Two East German youths accompany
the young woman in her dash to freedom.

Communist border guards worked rapidly to construct
a "death strip" along the east side of the early Berlin
barrier but the young and old continued to show the world
that they were ready to risk their lives for freedom.
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The couple is re-united and smile in relief
and thankfulness at having cheated
both a divided life and death itself·
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Communist border guards inspect a gap in the Berlin
wall where two East German construction workers rammed
through the wall with a heavy truck and then fled on foot
into the French Sector when their truck stalled in the rubble.
The East German guards fired several shots at them but missed.
The Communist military vehicles in the background were
posted after the incident to prevent further escapes.

As the hastily stretched barbed wire
gave way to stronger barriers East
German escapees used passenger cars
or trucks to race pass their
hated Communist guards and try to ram
their way through to West Berlin and freedom.
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Infuriated at their inability to halt the East Germans willing
to risk death for freedom, Communist authorities ordered the Berlin
wall strengthened. Heavy iron bars, actually military tank traps,
were installed. And these tank traps were supported by a death
strip-a stretch of land heavily mined and completely covered by
the cross fire of Communist machine guns and rifles. Hardly
anything moves at Potsdamerplatz, formerly one of the heaviest
traveled thoroughfares in Berlin. East Berlin is to the
right, and Brandenburg Gate is in left background.
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It was-and still is-a common occurrence to
see an East German make a bold bid for freedom for himself
and his family knowing that death might trump this bid.
When the Communists could not prevent East Berliners
from jumping to freedom from high apartment houses,
they forced these would-be refugees to leave their homes.
Then all the windows were replaced by cemented bricks.
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Many a refugee was able to elude the Communist
border guards and silently slip into the dirty
canal waters separating East and West Berlin.
Under a hail of murderous rifle fire this recently
married East Berlin couple made the
perilous crossing of the Teltow Canal to freedom.

Day after day the East German Communists labor to
prevent their own people from seeking the freedom denied
them at home. Barbed wire, attached to wooden
frames, is pushed down into the Spree River near the
border in the district. Communist "frogmen" have
sunk other underwater barriers to prevent
swimmers from reaching the freedom of West Berlin.
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Scores of East Germans, by their imaginative
boldness in seeking freedom in the West,
have ridiculed their Communist border guides.
This was the story when 14 young
people hi-jacked a large river excursion boat
and with a 19-year-old mechanic (who is pictured
here) at the helm escaped to West Berlin.

In an increased effort to prevent escape by
those East Germans who had heard of the successes of
their neighbors in swimming the waters
separating East and "West Berlin, the Communist
East German police force put patrol boats
into the Havel River. This stretch of
water is part of the border between
the Communist and the free zones of Berlin.
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Only death awaits the unsuccessful in the dash
for freedom from East Germany oppression.
Death can come at the wall, or in a mined strip of
land, or in the stretches of water between
East and 1-Fest Berlin. For each who has failed
to escape there are others, night
and day, ready to make the supreme gamble.

klany an East German refugee who has been killed
by the despised Communist border guards may
be known only to a few but he is mourned
by many-mourned and remembered at memorials
such as this one at Oberbaumbruecke where
the German Federal Republic's Minister for AllGerman Affairs lays a wreath at the dedication
of a memorial ·to an East Berlin refugee killed
trying to get across the river into It'"est Berlin.
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Soldiers and students, newly married couples as well as aged couples who
already have spent a lifetime together, singly and in groups, all have
used ingenious ways seeking the freedom of West Germany. One group of
16 East Berliners, sheltering a four-month-old baby, came through a
20-inch-wide (50-centimeter) tunnel. It had been dug from the West Berlin
side by six youths who daringly planned it to end in the basement of an
abandoned photographic equipment store from which they could impudently
watch the hated Communist guards. The West Berlin youths did their
digging in shifts, one of whom (his face obliterated to prevent
identification) here crawls out of the tunnel after finishing a back-breaking
stint. The baby wide awake after being pulled through the tunnel, was
given a mild sleeping pill before the extremely hazardous esc a pe was undertaken.
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With the blood from his bullet wounds
staining the ground, Peter Fechter claws at the dirt
inhelpless agony as life runs out of his body.
.
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It took more than an nour lor (;ne [lIe of Peter Fechter
to drain out of his youthful body. Only then did his
Communist killers come out in the open.
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Peter Fechter, like scores before him,
finds freedom from Communist oppression only

in death itself But within a few hours after
this Communist policeman carried Peter
to a burial in East Berlin, other East Germans
were attempting to escape to ",~est
Berlin-willing to risk death for freedom.

SOME FACTS

e

Nearly 5,000,000 have fled the Soviet zone since 1945.

•

Almost half of these were under 25 years of age.

•

Nearly 90 percent of the escapees were not yet 50 years old.

e

Since 1954 more than 5,000 physicians fled East Germany.

•

The first farm collectivization drive between
1953 and 1958 saw 120,000 farmers flee to West Germany.

•

In 1960 alone more than 7,000 farmers and
their families left East Germany.

•

In 1962 the potato crop in East Germany was 43 percent
below the 1960 output.

e

In June, 1962, beet crops were down 32 percent,
corn was down 37 percent and grain down 24 percent.

e
e

Milk supplies in 1962 were 11.3 percent below planned production.
Egg supplies in 1962 were 8.1 percent under planned production.

e

In June, 1962, a survey reported 46,000 fewer cattle
and 1,300,000 fewer pigs than in 1961.

e

In 1962, when a Soviet loan was being sought, the East German
regime was asking the German Federal Republic for approximately
$800,000,000 in credits to buy coal, food and drugs!
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Man is created free, and is free, even though born in chains.
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Schiller-Die Worte des Glaubens
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